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Terminology / Abbreviation: 

Disqualification Athletes can no longer participate in the race and recorded 
results are canceled. 

BIB Race number 
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ARTICLE 1: GENERAL RULES 

1. The Organizer has the right to amend the rules and regulations of the triathlon 
without any prior notice. 

2. The Organizer has the right to change the route of the race without any consent 
of participating athletes. 

3. Under extreme weather conditions, the Organizer has the right to postpone the 
start of the event, shorten the event or change the route. 

4. If the weather conditions remain extreme even after the postponement, the 
Organizer has the right to cancel the triathlon without any reimbursement of fees 
or charges. 

5. The Organizer has the right to suspend any athlete if he/she is deemed as unable 
to continue the race. Medical staff will have the ruling on the athlete’s suspension 
if the said athlete is no longer capable of continuing the race and is likely to cause 
serious injury to him/herself or others. The athlete will be escorted by the medical 
team out of the course. 

6. The Organizer has the right to use any image of the athletes who join the race for 
legal purposes, including advertising. 

7. All disputes and appeals against the results shall be sent to the Organizer in 
writing, including an email sent within 03 (three) days from the end of the 
race/event.  

8. Notwithstanding any reasonable preventive measure applied by the Organizer for 
the safety of athletes, athletes shall bear their own risk and the Organizer shall not 
take responsibility for any case of injury or loss of life. Athletes are encouraged to 
have medical checkup and/or seek medical advice before enrolling in the race and 
before the event. 

9. Athletes, upon their agreement to join the race, shall fully sign the disclaimer & 
indemnity agreement to be provided by the Organizer. In case any athlete refuses 
to sign the agreement, he or she is deemed refusing to enroll. 

ARTICLE 2: TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION 

1. Offline registration is not provided; 
2. The Organizer has the right to limit and deny any registration without clarifying 

the reason. 
3. Participants must fill out all of the required fields of the application forms, 

including the online registration form and other documented proof of their 
agreement with the rules and regulations of the tournament. 

4. The Organizer will not take responsibility for any conflict arising from missing 
and/or inaccurate information provided by participants. 

5. The registration will only be confirmed when the registration fee has been fully 
paid. 
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6. The Organizer will not provide any monetary compensation under any 
circumstance once the application form has been sent, even if the registrant does 
not show up for the tournament. 

7. Registrants are allowed to transfer their registrations but no later than October 
2nd 2019. 

8. Athletes must participate under the registered name and BIB number provided by 
the Organizer. If athletes participate under a different name from their own, the 
Organizer has the right to disqualify and cancel their results. If athletes participate 
under different BIB numbers from their own, they must take responsibility for any 
accident they cause for themselves or others, or any other relevant accident or 
incident. 

9. The tournament is held on a closed road. Athletes responding to any vehicle other 
than that of the Organizer entering the road to assist/cheer for him/her will be 
considered a violation and the Organizer has the right to disqualify the said athlete 
from the tournament. 

10. The Organizer has the right to stop admission before the end of the registration 
period if there are enough participants. 

ARTICLE 3: CONDUCTS OF ATHLETES 

1. Participating athletes must be 18 years old and above. The age of an athlete is 
calculated based on the date of the tournament (Athletes must be 18 before signing 
the disclaimer and indemnity agreement), including all members of the competing 
team.  

2. Athletes must start in accordance with the Organizer’s signal. Any action before 
this point will be considered as a violation of the rules and result in 
disqualification. Athletes are allowed to start later than the Organizer’s signal but 
no more than 10 minutes unless there’s further notice from the Organizer. 

3. Athletes have a maximum of 60 minutes to finish the swim segment, 2 hours and 
50 minutes (since they start swimming) to finish the swim – bike segment, and 4 
hours 30 minutes (since they start swimming) to finish the whole race. Athletes 
finishing the race beyond the time limits are disqualified. 

4. Athletes must not use any device that might distract or obstruct his/her awareness 
of the surroundings. Using such devices will result in disqualification. 

5. Athletes are not allowed to use headphones/earphones. The use of 
communication devices or entertainment devices is prohibited. 

6. Camera, phone camera and video recorders are prohibited unless approved by 
the Organizer. Athletes found using camera, phone camera and video recorders 
will be disqualified. 

7. Athletes must follow the course announced by the organizer. The Organizer has 
the right to disqualify athletes moving outside of the course. If an athlete needs to 
leave the course, he/she will restart at the starting point; 
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8. Athletes are not allowed to receive any assistance from outsiders (including fans, 
friends, relatives, etc.). Athletes can receive assistance from other athletes in 
emergency cases and from members of the Organizer; Athletes are not allowed to 
use item(s) given by other athletes if it would lead to their inability to continue 
their own race. These devices include but not limited by: shoes, a complete bicycle, 
frame of bicycle, wheels, helmets. Violation will result in disqualification for both 
athletes. 

9. Athletes must dispose of their waste at designated areas. Waste includes but not 
limited to water bottles, gel bottles, nutrition bar wraps, etc. 

10. Athletes must inform the Organizer as soon as they want to leave the race. 
11. Other than swimming, athletes must be clothed for the entire duration of the 

tournament. Front zippers must not be lowered beyond the breast. Athletes must 
not be naked for the entire duration of the tournament 

12. Athletes must follow the tournament’s rules, the law and local ordinance and avoid 
any form of political, religious or racial propaganda. Disobedience of the law or 
local ordinance will result in disqualification; 

ARTICLE 4: SWIMMING 

1. All athletes must wear swimming caps, carry time chip and wear wristband tags 
provided by the Organizer.  

2. Athletes must wear swimming goggles. 
3. Swimmers must have their bib marked on their arms or legs. 
4. The use of hand paddles, paddles, floats, snorkels or any other form of swimming 

aids is prohibited. 
5. Any assistance to move the athlete forward will result in disqualification. Athletes 

are allowed to grab the floats (line floats) and to use the Organizer’ boats but using 
the mentioned device/vehicle to create forward momentum is prohibited.  

6. Swimwear must be 100% textile materials. These materials are made separately 
or jointly from natural fibers and/or synthetic fibers, then used to make fabrics by 
weaving, knitting and/or braiding with nylon or lycra threads and contain no 
rubber (polyurethane or neoprene). 

7. Athletes are not allowed to wear wetsuit unless the water temperature is lower 
than 24.5 degrees Celsius. Wearing wetsuit is a must if the water temperature is 
lower than 16 degrees Celsius. Wetsuit could cover any part of the body except for 
face, hands or feet; the thickness of any part of the wetsuit must not exceed 5 
millimeters.  

8. When wetsuit is not allowed, any part of the outfit covering below the elbow 
and/or under the knee could be considered as a violation and said outfit must not 
be worn during the swim segment but could be worn after finishing the swim 
segment; 
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9. None other than participants and the Organizer is allowed to be in the swimming 
area. 

10. If an athlete requires assistance, he/she needs to wave his/her hand to the rescue 
boat for assistance. 

11. If an athlete decides to give up while swimming, he/she needs to take off his/her 
swimming cap and wave his/her hand to the rescue boat for assistance.  

ARTICLE 5: CYCLING 

1. An approved helmet must be worn and fastened at all times (before and after the 
transition area). 

2. A bicycle is a vehicle driven by pedals and a chain. It is propelled by human leg 
power pedaling in circular motion, unsupported by any engine or other sorts of 
assistance. 

3. An athlete shall ensure that his/her bicycle and brakes are in good working order.  
4. An athlete must repair his/her own malfunctioning bicycle. He/she may ask the 

Organizer or other athletes for help as long as their performances are not 
compromised. 

5. If his/her bicycle fails to operate, An athlete may continue the bike leg by 
running/walking while carrying or pushing the bicycle as long as he/she does not 
obstruct or endanger other athletes; 

6. Athletes must ensure that their race numbers are visible on their clothing and 
vehicles at all times (including the transition area).  

7. Athletes must keep right, overtake another athlete on the left, and move back to 
the right-hand side as soon as it is safe to do so.  

8. Bicycling drafting: 
- This is a draft-illegal event; 
- A draft zone will be 10 meters long measured from the leading edge of the 

front wheel and extending towards the back of the bike (or 5 bike lengths of 
clear space between bikes); 

- Drafting is the act of maintaining one’s position inside a draft zone for more 
than 20 seconds;  

- Athletes may enter the draft zone of another athlete for the purpose of 
overtaking, but must progress through the zone within 20 seconds; 

- A maximum of 20 seconds will be allowed for An athlete to progress through 
the draft zone of another athlete;  

- An overtaken athlete must promptly drop back out of the draft zone of the 
overtaking one within 20 seconds or else it will be considered a drafting 
violation; 

- It is a drafting violation if an overtaken athlete who has not dropped out of the 
drafting zone of the overtaking one tries to overtake him/her right away; 

- Athletes will be penalized for blocking others; 
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- Cycling side by side is forbidden and considered an act of blocking;  
- An athlete is permitted to enter a draft zone without any penalties in the 

following circumstances:  
o If he/she enters the draft zone and progresses through it within 20 

seconds;  
o For safety reasons;  
o Before and after an aid station or the transition area;  
o At an acute turn;  
o If the Organizer excludes a section for its narrowness, a construction 

site or other safety reasons.  
9. It is forbidden to draft off the Organizer’s modes of transportation (motorbikes 

and vehicles) on course. Motorbike drafting and vehicle drafting are detailed 
below: 
- Motorbike drafting: a motorbike draft zone will be 15 meters long measured 

from the leading edge of the front wheel. It is forbidden to draft off any 
motorbike.  

- Vehicle drafting: a vehicle drafting zone will be 35 meters measured from the 
leading edge of the front wheel. It is forbidden to draft off any vehicle. 

ARTICLE 6: RUNNING 

1. Athletes must wear their race (bib) numbers at all times. Folding, cutting race 
number, intentional alteration of any kind, or failure to wear race numbers is 
strictly prohibited and may result in disqualification; 

2. Any vehicular assistance is not allowed. 
3. Athletes are required to race along the prescribed route. Any departure from the 

prescribed route may result in disqualification.  
4. Athletes are not allowed to run with a bare torso.  
5. Friends, families and/or other spectators are not allowed to cross the finish line or 

to enter the lane leading to the finish line alongside the athletes.  
6. Each athlete may celebrate his/her achievement as long as such celebration does 

not endanger other participants, volunteers, and/or spectators).  

ARTICLE 7: TRANSITIONING 

1. Bracelets must be worn before and after the transition area. Anyone found not 
wearing the bracelet will be requested to leave the transition area without fail. 

2. Equipment must be placed inside transition bags, on bicycles, and within a 50cm 
x 50cm space around their allocated space so as not to impede the safe movement 
of other participants. All non-essential bags or items must be removed from the 
transition area and placed at the bag drop counter.  
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3. Athletes must not interfere with another athlete’s equipment in the transition 
area. 

4. Helmets must be worn and fastened from the time the bicycles are removed from 
the rack until they are placed back on the rack located in the transition area.  

5. Bicycles must be hung/placed on the rack so that the bigger part of the bicycles 
are on the athletes’ side. 

6. Cycling is not permitted inside the transition area at all times.  
7. Athletes must not impede the progress of other athletes in the transition area. 

Athletes must not stop the flow zones of the transition area. 
8. Mount and dismount lines are clearly designated at the entrance and exit of the 

transition area. Mounting and dismounting before the designated lines are 
forbidden. 

ARTICLE 8: PENALTIES  

1. Failure to comply with the Competition Rules will result in corresponding levels of 
penalty such as a time penalty of 60 seconds, a time penalty of 5:00 minutes, 
disqualification, suspension or lifetime ban from subsequent events;  

2. Race referees will inform athletes of their violations by giving them colored cards 
and verbal warnings. There are three colors associated with different penalties:  

(i) Yellow : A time penalty of 60 seconds per card; 
(ii) Green : A time penalty of 5:00 minutes per card; 
(iii) Red: Disqualification from the event;  

3. Race referees who could not inform an athlete of a penalty for safety reasons (e.g. 
heavy traffic, narrow lane, congestion etc.) will inform the athlete as soon as it is 
safe to do so. 

4. Most common violations and penalties are outlined in Annex A and (f)  
5. Where athletes gain unfair advantage or deliberately or recklessly put others in 

danger may result in disqualification even if such violations are not clearly 
prescribed by the competition rules. 
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ANNEX A: COMMON VIOLATIONS AND PENALTIES 

Code COMMON VIOLATIONS PENALTES 

01 Littering outside of specified littering zones 
Time penalty of 5 

minutes 

02 Failing to comply with the prescribed course Disqualification 

03 
Keeping a bare torso at the bike leg or the running 
leg 

Time penalty of 60 
seconds and 

disqualification if not 
corrected 

04 
Accepting assistance from anyone other than 
referees, Organizers, and other athletes 

Disqualification 

05 
Using any communication device, distracting 
device, headphones, camera, video recorder, and 
camera of a mobile phone 

Disqualification 

06 Wearing a wetsuit when not allowed to Disqualification 

07 
Wearing clothing covering any part of the leg below 
the knee, or the arm below the elbow in a non-
wetsuit swim 

Disqualification 

08 
Wearing swimwear not made of 100% textile 
material in a non-wetsuit swim 

Disqualification 

09 Wearing a wetsuit that is more than 5mm thick Disqualification 

10 
Using hand paddles, paddles, floats, snorkels or 
any other form of swimming aids 

Disqualification 

11 Drafting violations 

Time penalty of 60 
seconds and 

disqualification if not 
corrected 

12 Blocking (cycling side by side) 
Time penalty of 60 

seconds 

13 
Remaining in the draft zone of the overtaking 
athlete for more than 25 seconds. 

Time penalty of 5 
minutes 

14 
Overtaking the overtaking athlete instead of 
dropping out of his/her draft zone 

Time penalty of 60 
seconds 

15 

Keeping a bare torso at the bike leg. Completely 
opening the zipper of the top, thereby detaching 
the zipper from the bottom, and/or not wearing the 
top over the shoulders 

Time penalty of 60 
seconds and 

disqualification if not 
corrected 

16 Unfastening or not securely fastening helmets 
Time penalty of 60 

seconds and 
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disqualification if not 
corrected 

17 Crossing the finish line with a non-competitor Disqualification 

18 Impeding others’ movement 
Time penalty of 60 

seconds 

19 Interfering with others’ equipment 
Time penalty of 60 

seconds 
 


